
Local Introdution
Keelung is located in northern Taiwan, ringed on three sides by mountains, only a small plain in the north
is facing the ocean, as the deep water bay, Keelung Port. The harbor goes deep into the urban area, and
the water surface is wide. It combines a commercial port, a military port, and a fishing port in one. It is the
gateway to northern Taiwan.

Affected by the terrain and the northeast monsoon, Keelung is often
rainy in winter, and the average temperature is only about 22
degrees Celsius. It is called the "city of the rainy harbor". Keelung is a
rainy port as well as a fishing port. The fish market has a wide variety
of fishery products. There are many types of offshore and inshore
fishery products from all over the world, as well as the fresh fish that
are caught on the day. The fish market in Kanzaiding is said to be
the most dynamic and the most interesting fish auction market in
Taiwan.

At the marina next to Keelung Railway Station, you can take a yacht to visit
Keelung Port. The coastal landscape is quite beautiful. At the sea, you can
see the landscape, the luxury cruise ships from all over the world, the life of a
busy harbor, the azure blue sea water, and the seasons in the life of Keelung
people. Living with the people of Keelung in four seasons, the blue road trip
is a popular water-based leisure activity recently

During the Guangxu reign of the Qing Dynasty, in order to strengthen coastal
defense, the Baimiweng Fort, Ershawan Fort (Sea Gate Natural Fortress), Dawulun
Fort and other wartime monuments were left in the Keelung area. Visiting the sights
and ancient times, the fierce battles of the old days have long been dusty. The
majestic landscape of the bunker is lined with the endless blue sky and sea.
For hundreds of years, Keelung has visited numerous foreign ships and brought
diverse cultures and knowledge. It is a port for communications between Taiwan and
the world, and it is also an important cultural port in Taiwan's history. The
convergent international port city of giant ships, the lively and magnificent
Zhongyuan Festival, various exquisite temple snacks, as well as forts and tunnels,
capes and bays, fishing ports and fish markets, etc. Visiting these spots is lingering.



CENTER
INTRODUTION
The Keelung Chang Gung Hospital

Community Medical Research

Center (CMRC) is based in Northern

Taiwan and dedicated to large-

scale local generation research.

Since its inception in August of

2013, the CMRC has aimed to

develop a comprehensive and

integrated approach to disease

prevention and community health.

Youth is the time of life when one is

young, but often means the time

between childhood and adulthood

(maturity). It is also defined as "the

appearance, freshness, vigor, spirit,

etc., characteristic of one wOver

time, with the accumulation of data

and study results, the CMRC aims to

reveal risk factors of chronic

diseases and further apply our

research in clinical settings. Our

findings will facilitate novel

approaches in disease prevention,

disease intervention and healthcare

policy, which will in turn establish

the CMRC as a leading international

research center in the field of

community medicine. 

The CMRC organizes healthcare outreaches for residents

over the age of 20 in four areas including Keelung City,

Wanli District, Ruifang District and Gongliao District to

conduct a comprehensive range of health related activities

such as health examination and disease awareness

session. 
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We aim to establish a multinational network with similar research groups to not only exchange

practical experiences, but also elucidate the differential disease risk factors in chronic liver

disease, chronic kidney disease, mental health and metabolic disorder across cohorts of highly

diverse racial, cultural, and economical demographics. 

Furthermore, on the academic front, the CMRC aims to establish disease biomechanics, signal

transduction pathways, genetic mutations, and animal models; hich will contribute to the

foundations of novel drug discovery platforms. 

In summary, these highly translational research approaches will allow the CMRC to branch out

into a wide gamut of medical fields such as disease treatment, disease diagnostics, provide

proving grounds for novel interventions, precision medicine, and disease prevention; and

cement the CMRC as a high caliber research center in the field of community medicine.

CMRC

The community-based cohort study
cumulative total: (As of  31 Oct, 2022)
Cases received: 22,542
Follow-up cases: 7,977
Second round follow-up cases: 5,078
Third round follow-up cases: 3,706
Fourth round follow-up cases :2,718
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